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Abstract: Technological efficiency and corporate governance are the two important factors 

that impact on the exiting-rights elasticity of defense financing contracts. Establishing some 

economic model, this topic puts forward theoretical hypothesis from the view of time and 

technology, analyzes the military listed companies (MLC) in the stock market based on the 

data from 2014 to 2017. Empirical analysis shows that the powerful R&D capacity and 

efficient corporate governance are the keys elevating the market values of MLC, as well as 

stabilizing the confidences of market and weakening the exiting-rights elasticity of defense 

investors. 
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Technological efficiency. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Based on the industrial developments of the foreign military industries, the constant promotion 

for the companies to participate in market competition, relying on the capital market to 

accelerate its expansion are both the keys to make itself bigger and stronger. China's national 

defense industry, which has a wide range of industrial distribution, involving a number of 

technical fields and extensive fields, has been fully integrated and optimized on its product 

structure, industrial structure, organizational structure and capacity structure after the 

conversion as the main indicator of the adaptation phase and the 18th period during the 

structural adjustment phase, but the domination of state-owned shares has not been 

fundamentally reversed, and the military-industrial level of investment diversification has been 

a long-term decline. What factors affect the density and behavior of defense investment among 

the participators? In addition to external market fluctuations, what is the relevance between the 

governance effects of internal market and market behavior of defense investors Which path can 

be achieved on a satisfactory solution of contract financing arrangements? The purpose of this 

paper, is exploring the intrinsic relationship among technological efficiency, corporate 
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governance and exiting rights of military investors. Our study shows that to increase the R&D 

of defense technology and to promote the comprehensive governance of MLC, is of an 

important strategic orientation for a bigger and stronger defense industry under the background 

of property right reform in the current context. 

The paper is organized as follows: The second part is to focus on the time effect and technical 

effect of exiting-rights elasticity of military financing contracts by means of a theoretical model, 

and to draw some relevant inferences, thus giving several hypothesis; the third part is an 

empirical research, which uses the 2014-2017 Shanghai and Shenzhen stock panel data of MLC 

(panel data) for a multiple mixed regression analysis, the empirical results of which largely 

support the related inferences of theoretical models; the final part is the conclusions and follow-

up problems that must have been solved. 

2. THEORETICAL MODEL 

Suppose a new military project to be invested. The financing amount is normalized as 1, the 

probability of a successful investment is set as p, and afterwards revenue streams is R assumed 

that this project will be successful (i.e. p=1). The MLC has its capital k (0< k <1), which 

requires to finance 1-k in the capital markets. To attract military investors, the MLC needs to 

design a reasonable financing agreement, key provisions of which should include: r, ratio of 

unit capital (or unit residual claim of investors); C, a controlling right for investors to regulate 

corporate investment (R&D and production) through an institutional arrangement. In addition, 

to protect the interests of investors, the exiting-right of investment (E) is allowed as a special 

additional provision. Assumed that the efforts level of MLC is   (0 1   ), the technical 

efficiency is  ( 0 1  ). The contractual rights of investors are  ( C E    ). The utility 

of C is: 
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1
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CU Ak k C     
                                                 (1) 

Due to informational asymmetry and the psychological inertia of free rider, such control is 

more of a soft constraint, which can bring some negative effects. In particular, when 

information costs are too high, so as the managerial efforts can not be precisely measured, the 

managers can seek for rent-seeking behaviors such as laziness, assets theft and substitution, 

occupational consumption, accounting manipulation by means of an informational superiority 

and. Obviously, these behaviors  are against the investing philosophies. The failure of 

measuring mechanism requires a compensation or substitution of monitoring mechanisms, 

such as the residual claim for incomes, the right to liquidate assets, the voting right for directors 

and other rights. Here,   is set to describe the moral hazard of managerial rent-seeking. The 

owned capital k has two different effects: on the one hand, a larger k means the MLC has a 

more C per stock in accordance with the one share-one voting principle, thus bringing a less 

negative utility on investors; the other hand, a more C means a more constraint for management 

decisions. In some cases, the managers may even succumb to the wills of investors (such as 
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shareholders' meeting). The coefficient A reflects the degree of manager's confidence and lust 

for power. The more intense the feeling is, the more A is. The utility of E is: 

 
21
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EU Bk k E     
                                                 (2) 

  is often used as a description for adverse selection of MLC, which gives a signal out that the 

more the technical efficiency is, the more p can be achieved. Similarly, the value of k impacts 

in two ways: First, the security effect. As the MLC`s own capital increases, it can provide a 

much more security for investors. Once investors exercise exiting-rights, it is the MLC that 

uses its total assets as a guarantee to maet investors' raquirements. Thap is, the exitinc behavior 

is eswentially a guarantee for all of the investing assets. Moreover, the more k is, the better 

preservation of capital will become. Based on these two sides, we use    
1

1 k C E 


    to 

indicate the protection intensity of investors capital. Second, the hold-up effect. Once investors 

pull out, the MLC will suffer from a rigid loss. In addition, the overall capital exiting will shock 

the MLC significantly (exiting-rigidity impacts on the capital pulling-out much less), while the 

individual exiting is almost difficult to have a substantial impact. In this case, we define B as a 

coefficient measuring the density of exogenous capitals. The more dispersed capitals are, the 

less impact of individual investor will give, i.e. the smaller B is. The risk expectancy of defense 

investors to the MLC will be: 

      
1

1 1 1 1p k k C E 
     

 
                                          (3) 

Obviously,    
1

1 1 k C E 


     means a degree that cannot be effectively protected when 

exogenous capitals pour into. Thus, the total utility of defense investors can be expressed as: 

        
1

1 1 1 1 1 0IU p k r p k k C E 
         

 
                                      (4) 

After a simple transformation, the above equation will become: 

     
11 1 1 1r p k C E 
      

 
                                           (5) 

The inequation (5) is one of the conditions that the investors will invest on defense R & D 

projects. If the residual claim of unit capital is lower than the ratio, the investors will be 

reluctant to inject capitals. Of course, the MLC also has its own contract requirements. A basic 

inference is that if the residual claim of future cash flow for the MLC is lower than k, or the 

expectancy of ratio on capital return is higher than that of its capital injection, namely 1-k, the 

contract will not be enforceable from the MLC`s point of view. Therefore, the second condition 

that investors will participate is: 

 1
1

k r
k

R


                                                           (6) 

Simplify (6), we get: 

r R                                                                (7) 

Put (5) and (7) together, we obtain: 
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                                     (8) 

FU means the total utility function of the MLC, for which the arrangement of defense financing 

contract will be made to meet its maximization, namely: 

       
2 21 1
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                (9) 

. .s t (8) 

In (9), the coefficients C and E are respectively found the first derivative: 
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From (5), we obtain: 

     
11 1 1 1r p k C E 
        

 
                                      (12) 

(10) - (12) are the three equilibrium solutions of residual controlling rights, exiting rights and 

residual claim rights in defense financing contract.  

3. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS 

3.1 Basic regression model 

We define a right indicator reflecting changes of investment exiting, which can be described as 

dE E E   . Here, E  represents the minimum of contractual exiting-rights, which can be 

clearly understood as a response to the behavior of investors, i.e.

,

,

it it
it it i t it

it i t
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dE dC dC
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, Cit means the operations of the MLC, C-i, t means other market 

factors in t year. Further, if the exiting itself is not seen as speculative, under the assumption of 

rational economic man, the investor can determine the overall state of operations based on 

different sources of information (such as company quarterly report, agency, etc.) and then make 

a rational choice. In a sense, dE characterizes the sensitivity to investors` behavior. Here, we 

define C&I as a ratio of both the sum of operating expenses (including sale fees, management 

fees, finance fees and other period costs) and technical inputs (including R & D investment, 

purchasing of fixed assets, etc.), and the main business revenue. Therefore, the indicators dE 

can be expressed as a difference between change of C&I of the MLC and change of the same 

industry average, namely: 

   0 1 , 1 2 1& & & &it it i t t tdE C I C I C I C I    

                                    (13) 

In general, the parameter 
2
 in the industry is negative, while 

1
 in the MLC is positive, 

1 2 
. 

We define 
2 1     as the exiting-rights elasticity of defense financing contract, which reflects 
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the level of recognition and attachment of investors to the MLC. Obviously, the greater 
1
, the 

smaller 
2
, and the smaller the value  . It means that the better technical efficiency and 

management capacity of the MLC are, the less investors will enforce the exiting rights. 

The panel data model of fixed effects regression on  is: 

it it i t itX u                                                 (14) 

Here,  is a constant,   is a coefficient of explanatory variables, Xit is a coefficient that 

explains all factors relevant to  , ut, vt is the corporate effect and time effect that cannot be 

expected, 
it is the random error term, iu ～  20, uIID  、 i ～  20,IID  、 it ～  20,IID  . 

3.2 Variables selecting 

Capital structure variables. Taking into account the capital raising methods of target company, 

the exiting-right elasticity of debts is smaller than that of equities. In view of the fact that more 

than two-thirds of China's listed companies in capital market are non-tradable shares and the 

MLCs have higher ratios, it is hard to measure the market value of the MLCs with a unified 

standard, so we use financial leverage (Leverage) and long-term debt ratio (LTDebt) to 

describe. Morck et al. regarded that the debt has a shield effect, so a moderate debt will improve 

a company's market value[1]. In addition, from the agency point of view, McConnell claimed 

that the introduction of debts could be effective in reducing agency costs[2]. 

Corporate governance variables. In general, decentralized capitals will help improve the target 

company's performance and market value[3], resulting in a relatively smaller exiting-right 

elasticity. Currently, the variables to measure ownership concentration are CR index, H index 

and Z index, and here we choose CR5, which means a ratio that the shares held by top five 

shareholders of MLCs to that of total shares. In addition, from the managers point of view, a 

lack of motivation is widespread because of a hidden contract in salary structure which 

representatives as a rent-seeking consuming model and a one-sided pay of top executives which 

is relatively serious. Jensen & Meckling emphasized that an increase in equity ratio of internal 

shareholders would reduce agency costs and improve market value[4]. Therefore, the greater 

the equity ownership of managers (Manageshare), the less the private behavior of controlling 

rights occurs, so that the exiting-right elasticity of investors is much smaller. 

Enterprise value variables. Taking into account the special natures of MLCs that a considerable 

proportion of the shares are non-tradable ones, the general standard to measure market value 

according to general tradable shares may lead to some errors, so we use the ideas of Chen & 

Xiong and Bai to determine the price of non-tradable shares of MLCs with a discount of 82% 

(taking the middle of 78%～86%) compared that of tradable shares[5] [6]. Besides, there are 

four variables to reflect a company's operation: ①Company's size (Size), measured by book 

value of total assets. The bigger is the size, the smaller is the growth and the market value[7]. 

②Company's growth (Growth), measured by an average growth rate of main business revenues 
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over the past five years. ③Assets specificity (AS), means an asset can be reconfigured for other 

purposes without sacrificing the degree of its productive value which can be regarded as proxy 

variables to measure the technical efficiency of MLCs [8]. Based on the study of Shleifer & 

Vishny[9], we use the average of index, namely (fixed assets + intangible assets)/total assets, as 

an alternative variable to measure the assets specificity. ④  Industry attributes (Industry). 

Because the vast majority of MLCs belongs to manufacturing industry, we further subdivide 

the main business revenues into 11 categories such as C11, C43, C49, C51, C53, C61, C71, 

C73, C75, C76, C78, according to the three-digit code in the industry guidelines on the 

classification of listed companies promulgated by China Securities Regulatory Commission in 

April 2001. In addition, we here gather the information technology industry (G class), 

construction (E class) and comprehensive class (M class) together and make a compare it to G, 

E, M class with a smaller proportion, which can smooth a probable bias when fluctuations in 

the number of samples is too strong. Based on standard class such as C75, we can get 13 

industry dummy variables. 

Market environment variables. Of all factors that affect the exiting-right elasticity of investors, 

the change of external environment is very important, which gets empirical support in the 

research of behavioral finance. Yuming Gui use business climate index and the performance 

change of listed company's annual notice to determine whether there is an over-confident 

behavior in management[10]. We believe that there is an inextricable link between the 

standards that defense investors will use the options and above two indicators due to 

information asymmetry. Once the market is full of good information, the optimistic investors 

tend to underestimate the risks of business and seldom use the options of exiting-right elasticity, 

preferring to equity investments. With reference to Yu, we use these two variables to replace 

the investor's optimism (Optimistic) for measuring the impact on the exiting-right elasticity. 

3.3 Sample selection and sample description 

We select the MLCs in Shanghai and Shenzhen A-share listing release (including those 

companies that issued both B-shares and H shares) in 2014～2017 as research samples, thus 

forming parallel panel data with 212 observations. The variable numbers are from the CCER 

financial database and the CCER governance structure database, except that the business 

climate index data are from the National Bureau of Statistics website (http://www.stats.gov.cn) 

and that 
i
 is needed to calculate. Meanwhile, part of the data are from the annual reports of 

listed companies. 

The sample's descriptive statistics is shown in Table 1. The mean of exiting-right elasticity ( ) 

is 0.343 (the median is 0.397), with a maximum of 0.52 and a minimum of 0.24. This elasticity 

is relatively small, reflecting fine expectations of investors towards MLCs. From the managers 

point of view (Manageshare), the numbers are very small, indicating the MLCs' managers have 

a quite small stake. The top five shareholders (CR5) occupy 62.5% of total equities (the median 
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is 62.3%), whose maximum is 79.6% and minimum 35.4%, showing that the capital structure 

of MLCs is very concentrated.  

Table 1. Descriptive statistics characteristics of variables 

Variables Mean Median Max Min Std.Dev. 

  0.3430 0.3970 0.5204 0.2380 0.4365 

Leverage  0.4070 0.4015 0.7284 0.0875 0.1565 

LTDebt  0.1250 0.0930 0.5050 0.0050 0.1150 

5CR  0.6250 0.6230 0.7960 0.3540 0.1000 

Managershare 0.002 0.000 0.009 1.96E-06 0.002 

Tobin Q  0.7524 0.7764 0.9046 0.5575 0.0882 

Size  20.7864 20.7970 23.2414 19.2153 0.8418 

Growth 0.2600 0.2315 0.6083 0.0341 0.1316 

AS  0.4256 0.4580 0.7414 0.2720 0.2112 

Industry  0.4510 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.5025 

Optimistic  113.3700 114.2100 121.4500 107.2900 3.7700 

For financial leverage variable, the average debt ratio is 40.7% (the median is 40.15%), whose 

maximum is 72.84% and minimum 8.75%. This reflects that the financing model of MLCs is 

equity-oriented, resulting in a low debt level. With a long period of joint-stock reform pushed 

by investment, the capital structure of MLCs has actually undergone a fundamental change. 

After all, even along with an integration of six military headquarters into 11 in July 1999 

(adjusted into 10 in 2008), and an increasing investment into national defense year after year, 

a unipolar source of funds has restricted MLCs being bigger and stronger. Relying solely on 

traditional endogenous financing (owned-funds accumulation or debt financing) is insufficient 

to support the deepening and persistence of defense industry's reform in a vivo circulation 

within financing, banking and corporate zone.  

3.4 Empirical results 

The empirical analysis is a mixed ordinary least squares regression, taking into account the 

possibility of the existence of heteroskedasticity. The t values in regression are corrected by 

the White heteroskedasticity standard errors, as shown in Tab.2. Specifically, regression 1 

focuses on the two explanatory variables of technical efficiency (AS) and corporate governance 

(CR5 and Manageshare), which shows that both are tested at a level of 5% and 1%, and the 

symbols are consistent with the theoretical analysis. The two corporate governance variables 

affect the exiting-right elasticity oppositely. The higher degree of ownership concentration, the 

greater probability of investors exercising (the coefficient reaches at 2.2718, and is highly 

significant at 1% level). While the greater proportion of managerial ownership, the greater 

probability exiting-right elasticity moves in an opposite direction, which seems that the defense 

investors are holding on a positive reaction towards the shares-holding of managers. 
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Table 2. Mixed OLS estimation of exiting-right elasticity 

Explanatory 

variables 

Variable: the right to flexible exit 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

AS  
－0.2920b 

(0.045) 
－ 

－0.2681a 

(0.008) 
－ 

－0.3310a 

(0.007) 

－0.5710b 

(0.039) 

5CR  2.2718a 

(0.007) 
－ － 

3.1114d 

(0.189) 

3.3433b 

(0.047) 

2.9980b 

(0.027) 

Managershare  
－0.2152a 

(0.008) 
－ － 

－0.3364a 

(0.007) 

－0.4008a 

(0.005) 

－0.3885a 

(0.007) 

Leverage － 
－0.4326b 

(0.034) 

－0.3305b 

(0.021) 

－0.4787a 

(0.009) 

－0.3838a 

(0.006) 

－0.4178b 

(0.044) 

LTDebt  － 
0.2114c 

(0.088) 

0.1943c 

(0.071) 

0.2882b 

(0.047) 

0.3000b 

(0.038) 

0.2776a 

(0.008) 

Tobin Q  － 
－0.6643b 

(0.041) 

－0.5528b 

(0.044) 

－0.6110b 

(0.032) 

－0.5966a 

(0.005) 

－0.6613a 

(0.006) 

Size  － 
－0.4432a 

(0.002) 

－0.3739a 

(0.003) 

－0.5121 a 

(0.004) 

－0.3116 b 

(0.012) 

－0.4855b 

(0.016) 

Growth  － 
－0.4432c 

(0.092) 

－0.5007c 

(0.085) 

－0.5773d 

(0.126) 

－0.4774b 

(0.033) 

－0.5551a 

(0.009) 

Industry  － 
0.0747 

(0.244) 

0.0822 d 

(0.175) 

0.0800 

(0.251) 

0.1001 

(0.209) 

0.9984 d 

(0.184) 

Optimistic  － 
－0.6070a 

(0.003) 

－0.7131a 

(0.004) 

－0.6763a 

(0.002) 

－0.7117a 

(0.004) 

－0.6626a 

(0.001) 

5AS CR  － － － － － 
0.8871b 

(0.033) 

AS Managershare  － － － － － 
－2.1336a 

(0.002) 

Constant 
－0.3122c 

(0.076) 

0.6652b 

(0.047) 

0.5744b 

(0.033) 

0.7116b 

(0.029) 

0.8066a 

(0.005) 

0.8543a 

(0.008) 

Adjusted R2 0.186 0.359 0.472 0.513 0.540 0.578 

F-statistic 8.2210b(0.033) 
10.4547b 

(0.021) 

18.6711b 

(0.027) 

24.3023b 

(0.011) 

17.4949b 

(0.012) 

22.0095a 

(0.008) 

Note: 1.The regression analysis is based on ordinary least squares (OLS);  

2.a, b, c, d are respectively representative for a significance level of 1%, 5%, 10% and 20%;  

3 Numbers in parentheses are the p of the t-test. 

Regression 2 places other controlling variables as explanatory ones, whose results are 

consistent with theoretical expectations. The financial leverage coefficient is negative and 

statistically significant, indicating that a high debt ratio increases the market values of MLCs 

and thereby reduces the exiting-right elasticity of investors. On the other hand, the variable 

coefficient of long-term debt ratio is positive, which seems that investors are hating and 
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resisting the long-term debts. One study of Hart shows that due to a special taste for controlling 

rights and its extensive empire-building dream, the usual incentive schemes can not effectively 

prevent their private abusing of controlling rights[11]. The short-term debts prevent the 

managers from being liquidated and being out, thus enhancing a company's short-term 

operating profits; and long-term debts are easily controlled by managers for their longer 

interest-paid time and higher financial fees which will lead to more agency costs. Descriptive 

statistics also show that the debt structure of MLCs is mainly of a short-term model, which 

explains why the defense exiting-right elasticity is relatively small. In addition, the coefficients 

of two independent variables (Tobin's Q and Growth) are negative and significant at different 

levels, which is consistent with the earlier analysis. While the variable Size is reverse to the 

exiting-right elasticity, which does not meet our expectations. One possible explanation is that 

investors do not believe that larger companies have smaller potentialities. On the contrary, 

large-scale operations may be released to the market a strong positive signal (signal displaying 

and signal strengthening). After all, to a considerable extent the investors have made decisions 

by their intuitive judgments in a world full of asymmetric information. It also shows that the 

industry variable was not statistically significant on investors. Finally, from the perspective of 

market environment, the variable Optimistic has a highly negative correlation to the exiting-

right elasticity. Actually, the optimism does stabilize and strengthen the market confidence, 

creating a benign external environment for the sustainable development of defense industry. 

The results also show that the goodness of fitting of regression 1 is far less than that of 

regression 2, which means if only to consider the technical efficiency and the impact of 

corporate governance, and to miss other important controlling variables, the results may be 

bias. Therefore, the technical efficiency and corporate governance are respectively added to 

regression 2, the results of which are shown in regressions 3-5. 

Regression 3 shows the technical efficiency significantly affects the exiting-right elasticity. 

When added by this explanatory variable, the overall goodness of fitting is improved 

significantly and the coefficients are identical with theoretical analysis, which passes the 

significance test at appropriate levels. It indicates that technical efficiency is indeed a vital 

factor influencing the exiting-right elasticity. Two corporate governance variables are added to 

regression 2 and we get regression 4, whose goodness of fitting is improved at a certain extent 

and coefficients are in line with our expectations. Regression 5 shows that both technical 

efficiency and corporate governance influence the exiting-right elasticity, which passes the 

significance test. In addition, an examination on the coefficients shows that the absolute values 

of AS, CR5 and Manageshare in regression 5 are larger than that of the other controlling 

variables, indicating that when other variables are controlled, the technical efficiency and 

corporate governance have impacted the exiting-right elasticity more significantly. 

Regression 6 examines the simultaneous impacts of the technical efficiency and corporate 

governance on the exiting-right elasticity. Added by cross variables such as AS*CR5 and 

AS*Manageshare, the results show that the regression has respectively passed the significance 
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test at levels of 5% and 1%, which indicates that the technical efficiency and corporate 

governance have an crossed impact on the exiting-right elasticity. However, this effect consists 

of two different sides: variable AS*CR5 is positive, indicating that under the condition of a low 

liquidity of shares in defense industry, investors may still tend to exit even if the military 

companies are powerful for their technical efficiencies (such as R & D capabilities, strategic 

management, etc. ). On the other hand, variable AS*Manageshare is negative, showing that 

better technical powers and managements will undoubtedly appeal the market investors 

considerably. 

4. CONCLUSION 

The diversity and diversification of equity is of an important trend and characteristics of 

modern property structure. The shareholder governance and ownership concentration are a 

commercial choose of listed companies for achieving a persistent development under the 

structural changes of product competition and the taking-over pressures of controlling rights in 

capital market, which is a dynamic and tunable. Our research shows that there are no 

established, shared standards or models on the institutional arrangements of ownership 

structure. The number of shares only means a proportional allocation of controlling rights at 

the legal point. It is such endogenous factors as technical efficiency and strategic framework 

which can effectively release and integrate the former that have really enhanced the market 

values of MLCs. 

Based on the contractual arrangements of defense financing, this study focuses on the exiting-

rights of investors, with a definition of the exiting-right elasticity to describe the market 

confidence of defense investors. As a matching mechanism for limited share-holding, to 

actively introduce correlated industrial enterprises as strategic investors for MLCs may be a 

good idea to improve the efficiency of defense industries. And one important feature of these 

strategic investors is that they pursue for a long-term stability of ownership and strategic 

benefits of symbiosis, not to seek immediate and short-sighted behaviors. Placed under the 

great historical background of current defense reform of property rights, this idea is of a 

practical significance. This study shows that an increased financial leverage and extended 

percentage of managerial ownership will weaken the exiting-right elasticity from the 

perspective of agent behaviors. A concentrated shareholding or over-reliance on long-term 

liabilities will shake the confidences of defense investors. In addition, a good corporate 

performance and potentiality, are also vital conditions to attract and stabilize investors. This 

gives us a lesson that to ensure a continued push of defense property reform and to expand the 

breadth and depth of its developing pattern, the MLCs should not only strengthen their internal 

governances, but also pursue for a strategy bundle over financings, technologies, intellectuals 

and institutions, which is undoubtedly the only way to achieve an civil-military integration in 

the capital market. 
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